Abstract-This paper is concerned with the problem of recognition of objects laying on the sea-bed. A high resolution sonar provides high-quality acoustic images of the sea-bed, allowing the classification of objects from their cast shadow. After the segmentation step, a set of features is extracted from the shadow. We propose an approach based on a hybrid set of descriptors, combining features of different origins. We first compute topological parameters: the extent and the elongation. In addition to these classical features, affine moment invariants seem suitable for sonar images. Indeed, under weak perspective conditions, the perspective transformation is well approximated by an affine transformation. A four-dimensional vector is then computed characterizing the shadow. The method has been tested on simulated sonar images.
I. INTRODUCTION Pattem recognition fiom imagery may be accomplished by
identifying an unknown object as a member of a set of well-known objects. Precisely the classification process includes two distinct and successive phases of feature e W o n and feature classification [ 13. In the context of mine identification, the question is to select a set of appropriate features with acceptable recognition accuracy. We focus on techniques based on binary images (segmented shadows) of preprocessed 2dmensionnal intensity images (sonar images). Several important issues may be considered to improve shadow identification. As the underwater environment induces several noises and distortions on the shadow, robustness of features to noise is required [2] . Moreover, objects viewed under different acoustic and geometric conditions have a changing appeamnce. If invariance under translation, rotation and scaling of the shadow often gives satisfaction, the introduction of invariants under general affme transformations is necessary for complex objects. Ihe f m extraction step is a process by which the initial binary images obtained from gray-level images are transformed into a pattem f m vector. Several kinds of features are used for recognition, especially geomebical features and statistical features [31 [4] [51 E61 [7] . Choosing four features between them, a hybrid set of descriptors may charactah the 2D shape i.e. the cast shadow.
The paper is organized as follows. An overview of the topological parameters is given in Section 11. Section 111 introduces the concept of affine transformation and affine moment invariants. Section IV specifies the preliminary steps. Performances of the proposed features are exhibited in Section V. Finally, the conclusion of our study is given in Section VI.
TOPOLOGICAL PARAMETERS
Among the geometrical characteristics including area, parameter or dimensions along a given direction, topological parameters characterize global shadows. Three of them are widely used : the compactness, the extent and the elongation. The two last are based on second order moments known as moments of inertia and are independent of scale and orientation. The compactness is more sensitive to noise because it depends on the perimeter of the shadow. Indeed, it is more robust to take into account the information content of the whole plane shape than of its boundary.
Let's define the extent and the elongation. Moments and functions of moments capture global information about the shadow. An introduction to moment theory and properties can be found in appendix. Moment values of the distribution Z(ij) that is binary and contiguous, i.e. pixels of a segmented image, may be easily explained in terms of geometric characteristics like area, center of mass or principal axes [SI. In addition, the extent and the elongation are computed from second order central moments [3] :
where pw stands for the central moment of order p+q (see Appendix). One-axis scaling {:::
STATISTICAL PARAMETERS

Skew transformation v=y v=tjc+y
The idea is to extract moment invariants, i. . According to some preliminary tests we kept two of them I, and I2 defined as :
IV. PRELIMINARY STEPS
Before evaluating the features, image data are preprocessed in order to obtain a binary image and to improve the robustness of the features. An example is given in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 .
A. Segmentation step
Segmentation consists in partitionning the image into homogeneous regions. In our case, objects are classified from their cast shadow. Each image presents an echo (more or less important) corresponding to the detected object and the cast shadow on the sea-bed. Giving the label zero for pixels belonging to the shadow and the label one elsewhere we obtain binary from graylevel image. Based on the knowledge of the image formation related to the spatial sampling rate (along-range and across-range), a filter may be synthesized allowing to make the histogram of the filtered image bimodal [IO] .
This permits to perform image thresholding.
B. Noise reduction
Irregularities of the outer boundary of the shadow may have undesired effects on the recognition system. While preserving the global information of the shadow, we aim to smooth the boundary. The shadow's closed boundary can be represented by a periodic function of the contour coordinates. Computing Fourier descriptors and removing the high frequencies, the new shadow is smoother than the original one.
C. Image normalization
To improve robustness of topological features, an image normalization is performed. It has to provide a new image as it would be seen under a grazing angle of 45 degrees preserving shadow ratios. The normalized length given this angle is computed as shown in Fig. 1 . Moreover on account of the sonar parameters, image resolution is generally different along the two dimensions. To form the image each pixel has to be approximately square to prevent from disproportions.
Li : length of the shadow on the sea-bed, Ri : slant range from sonar to object, CIi : grazing angle, h : height of the object, Hi : altitude of the sonar, 
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Training Set
Sonar data are simulated in order to cover a wide set of configurations in terms of types of mines and appearances fi-om different points of view. On one hand, moored mines generally look like a sphere coupled to an anchor box for laying. On the other hand, ground mines are usually cylindrical in shape. Nevertheless while cylindrical shaped objects reflect fairly definite sonar shadows, some ground mines have specific shape which improves stealth capabilities resulting in a difficult identification [l 11. In our experiments, four classes have then been considered: cylinders, spheres, and two stealthy mines which look like truncated cones (the Manta and Sigeel mines). Simulating a circular path of the sonar around each mine with a shot every 10 degrees, we simulate sequences of 10 points of view for each mine except for the cylinder which requires a entire semicircular path because of its two axes of symmetry. Indeed poor symmetrical properties make shadows different under different points of view. Finally 300 images have been generated for each class, so the training set is made of 1200 patterns. Fig. 4 shows some shadows (taken under an approximate grazing angle of 10 degrees) to be recognized, namely a sphere, a cylinder, a Manta mine and a Sigeel mine. For an easier visualisation, Fig. 5 gives the corresponding normalized images (see paragraph 1V.C.) which are more representative of the proportions of the detected objects. Remember that this normalization really occurs after the segmentation step (see paragraph IV.). 
B. ExperimentaI Results
a) F e e s analysis
Features must not be redundant but, on the contrary, must vary according to the objects, in other words to be differently dishiiuted. In Fig. 6 
b) Principal Component Analysis
In order to reduce the problem size while preserving the maximum of variance, the technique of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has been applied. It consists in finding the principal axes of inertia through the feature space and projecting data along these axes. From the set of the 4 feature measures, we compute the corresponding centered and reduced measures allowing feature measures using different units to be compared and combined. For a given measure aj@), we compute the following operation:
where Zj is the mean and oa, is the standard deviation for that feature. In the remainder, we call individual a given shadow described by its four features (aJjep..4}.
A covariance matrix 1/1200xCCT of size 4x4 is then constructed from the set of the new measures C of size 4x 1200 (' stands for the transpose operation). The principal axes through the feature space are the eigenvectors of this matrix associated to its eigenvalues. We can then visualize the best clustering in the feature space projecting the feature measures on the base of the eigenvectors U. stands for the i* eigenvector.
As the measures are centered and reduced, the total inertia I of the cluster of the whole individuals, i.e. the sum of the eigenvalues, is equal to the number of fatures, i.e. 4. Given the ratio (A1 +&)/I = 0.8975 , i.e. the part of the inertia related to the two first principal axes, we can sum up the measures by the only two first components and reduce the size of the feature space fi-om four to only two dimensions.
Doing the projection F = U c , we visualize the 2Dsubspace fl = f ( f 2 ) on Fig. 7, wherefi andf, Table IU when each shadow is only characterized by two features. Improvement is clearly observed after FCA using the second classifier.
VI. CONCLUSION
It is generally difficult to make comparison of different recognition systems, even for the same problem, since different test sets are used to evaluate performance. Moreover simulated sonar images refer to a specific environment joint with a particular sonar. Nevertheless given a set of four existing mines simulated in a specific case of mine w& using current sonar specifications we succeed in pointing out the advantage of using a hybrid set of features. In addition to the widely used topological parameters, we were interested into moments of shadow. Some particular functions of moments have the usefbl property of a&e invariance. So they are well-suited for cast shadows viewed under weak perspective conditions.
to their merent origins, these four features appeared complementary for classifying both classical and stealthy mines. Perfonnances included in this paper are encouraging especiaUy doing a principal component analysis. In that case promising results were obtained in a restricted 2-dimensionnal space.
APPENDIX
A two-dimensional density distribution function I(i,j) is provided from gray-level image giving the value one for pixels belonging to the shadow and the value zero elsewhere. Moments may be used to characterize a shadow and to extract properties from the spatial distribution of mass. In this appendix, we only focus on two dimensional moments for a MxN discretized image. 
